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Abstract 

 
This paper gives numerical values of non-isomorphic Prime, UPO, and the 
general types of posets with n elements (n≤ 12) according to heights. These 
countings depend on two aspects: First one is the modification of the algorithms 
in [l] and [6]. The second is to apply a technique which gives the general forms 
for the relations between the generating functions of two  arguments, viz. the 
cardinality of a poset ad its height, for non-isomorphic essentially series, 
essentially parallel, and (+,⨁)-irreducible posets. 
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§1.Introduction 
 

All previous studies in the field of counting different classes of 
partially ordered sets (posets) treated the problem for getting exact or estimate 
numbers only according to the number of elements within the poset. Up to 
1999, there are no counting researches for finding the numbers of non 
isomorphic n-element special type of  posets regarding heights. Recently in [4] 
EL-Zahar  and  Khamis  counted  the  number  of non-isomorphic  series-parallel  n- · 
element  posets  of  height  k,  l≤ 𝑘 ≤n≤15. While  in  this  paper,  we  consider  
the problem  of counting  general form of posets  according to their  heights. Also, the 
author  gives  the  numerical  values of  prime  posets,  and  Uniquely   Partially 
Orderable,  UPO,  posets  on  n  elements  and  height  k,  where   l≤ 𝑘 ≤n≤12.  The 
calculations  depend  on 

 
1) The algorithm that creates the special connected type of posets via taking 

the height in account. 

2) Applying suitable technique, if  necessary to finding the numbers of total 
posets by using the results of the algorithm in (1). 

 
 
In case of finding the numbers of the general posets, we use the technique that 
introduced  by the author and El-Zhahar in [4]. This technique is developed to 
count the number of non-isomorphic n-element posets of height k in any class 
provided  the numbers of non-isomorphic (+,⊕) -irreducible posets having 
cardinately n and height k. A brief explanation of this technique is given in §4. 
In fact, the technique is a modification of that derived by Stanely in [8] for 
obtaining  the  generating  function  of posets in terms of the generating  of 
essentially series, essentially parallel, and (+,⊕)-irreducible posets according to 
the number of elements within a poset only. The number of non-isomorphic 
(+,⨁)-irreducible n-element posets of height k will be count via modifying 
the algorithms that introduced in [l] and [6]. The current algorithm is used 
to count the size of the  class of connected posets regarding height. This is 
done through creating the precedence matrices in pseudo lexicographic order 
with ::. rows appear in the bucket ordering. Then some tests are applied on 
matrices to choose those representing connected posets. For each accepted 
matrix, we will determine the height of the corresponding poset. The 
determination of height depends on finding the maximal chain within the 
poest. When we use this algorithm to find only (+,⊕)-irreducible type, we 
add a test for excluding those matrices that represent essentially series posets. 
While in primality and UPO cases, we don't use the series-test but applying 
some other tests that check the primality  and  UPO  characterizations,  see  
[1].  The  demonstration of  the algorithm and its development are given in §3. 
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As a result of executing the algorithm, the numbers of non-isomorphic n 
element prime, connected UPO and (+,⊕)-irreducible posets of height k are 
obtained. To complete the calculation in the later case we use a simple method 
(see §5). This method shows how to apply the recurrence relations that are 
introduced in §4. Also, §5 includes 7 tables that present all numerical results of 
total posets, UPO posets and prime ones, each of which having up to 12 
elements. It is clear that the running time is growing exponentially, so we 
stopped at n=12. A PC Pentium III 500 for 25 days is used to get the numerical 
values for (+,⊕) -irreducible posets . Also, in case of UPO and prime posets 
three PCs (PII-233, PII-350 and P III -500) for 26 days are used . For n=13, we 
expect that the execution time will take over 30 times of that for n=12. (The 
factor 30 is approximately the ratio between the number of total 12 element 
posets to 13 element posets) . In [2], C. Claunier and N. Lygeros used nine 
Apollo workstations for six months to calculate the number of 13-element 
posets. 

 
§2. Definitions 

 
The terminologies , notation and basic concepts will follow that of [1], 

[6] and [7]. A poset P=(V,<𝑝) is a nonempty set V and an irreflexive, transitive 
and antisymmetric relation <𝑝 or < ,if P is understood , on V. 

The height of a poset P is the maximum number of elements in a chain of P ( a 
subset X of P is a chain if for every x,y∈X either x<y or y<x). The dual of P is 
the poset 𝑃𝑑= (V, <−1 ). The comparability graph of P is denoted by G(P). 
A graph G is uniquely partially orderable (UPO) if G=G(P) for some poset P 
and G=G(Q) implies Q=P or Q=𝑃𝑑 . We extended this definition by saying 
that P is UPO if G(P) has this characterization . For a poset P=(V,<) a subset 
U⊂V is called P-autonomous if ∀ x,y ∈ U and ∀ z∈V\U, x<z⇔ y<z and 
z<x ⟺z<y. A poset P is prime if it has no proper P-autonomous subset. It is 
well-known that P is UPO iff P has at most one non-trivial component and 
this component is either a 2-element chain or else every autonomous 
subset of which is an antichain. In fact prime posets are UPO. (For more 
information about prime and UPO posets and how to recognizing them, see 
[7]). 

 
Let P' =(V' ,<') be a poset with element set V'= {𝑣1, ..., 𝑣𝑚} and 

let P1=( V1,< 1), ..., 𝑃𝑚 = (𝑉𝑚 <𝑚) be posets with disjoint element sets. Then 
the Lexicographic product P'[𝑃1,..., 𝑃𝑚] of these posets is the poset P=(V,<) 
where V=V1∪...∪ 𝑉𝑚 and x<y iff either one of the following conditions is 
satisfied: 

a) for some i, x,y ∈ 𝑉𝑖 and x<𝑖 y , or 
b) x∈ 𝑉𝑖 and y ∈Vj and 𝑉𝑖<'𝑉𝑗. 

The poset P is called decomposable if P=P' [P1, ... , 𝑃𝑚] where m> 1 and at least 
one of   the  𝑃𝑖′s   is   nontrivial,   i.e.,  has   more   than   one   element.   An 
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indecomposable poset is called prime.  If P' is a chain then P is the ordinal sum 
⊕ of 𝑃1, 𝑃2, ... and 𝑃𝑚 and also it is called essentially series which is denoted by 

P =𝑃1 ⨁ 𝑃2 ⊕ ... ⊕ 𝑃𝑚   , m> 1. 
Similar, when P' is antichain.  Then P is called the essentially parallel  or 
disjoint sum (+) of 𝑃1, 𝑃2 ,... 𝑃𝑚  and it is denoted by 

P =𝑃1 + 𝑃2 + ... + P rn  , m> 1. 
Otherwise, P is called (+,⊕)-irreducible poset . In particular, If P is an (+,⊕)- _ 
irreducible having no proper P-autonomous it is also called prime poset. 

To achieve the purpose of the paper, we want to count the number of 
non-isormphic n-element posets via knowing the smaller ones which are 
essentially series, essentially parallel, and (+,⊕)-irreducible ones. The two 
former types essentially series and essentially parallel are obtained by applying 
the technique of generating functions, that introduces in §4. Unfortunately, the 
last case may be difficult to obtain mathematically. Therefore, this case will be 
treated using an algorithmic approach. That is to generate, in a pseudo 
lexicographic order, precedence matrices with some special properties for 
representing posets. These matrices have the following properties. 

Suppose that the poset P=(V,<) has a set of n elements V = {𝑣1,𝑣2 , ... 
,𝑣𝑛}.  The precedence  matrix  of P  is the  nxn  matrix  A  where  A[i,j]  =  1 
whenever  𝑣𝑖<𝑣𝑗 and  0  otherwise.  Let  R[i]  and  C[i],  i= l, ...  ,  n, denote 
respectively the row and column sums of A. Obviously R[i] and C[i] are the 
cardinalities of the successor and predecessor sets of  𝑣𝑖 . In what follows we shall 
assume that the elements of  P are ordered such that: 

 
 
 

Satisfying properties (I) and (II) lead to creating nonredandant precedence 
matrices that are upper triangular with rows appear in the Bucket sort. 

Assume that A(n) denote the set of all precedence matrices,  of n 
element posets, satisfying (I) and (II) above. Then a pseudo-lexicographic 
ordering on  A(n) is defined as follows: For A,B ∈A(n), A proceeds B in pseudo 
lexicographic order if there is an (i,j) such that : 

 

A[k, l] = B[k,l] 
A[i,j]  = 0, 

∀  k>i and for k=i and all l<j , whereas 
and  B[i,j] = 1. 

 
Note  that  the  first  and  last  matrices  in  this order  are,  respectively,  the 
precedence matrices of an antichain and a chain. 

In the next section, we demonstrate briefly the algorithm, which 
generates the precedence matrices that represent, connected posets in pseudo 
lexicographic order. It is also used to count connected UPO, prime and (+,⊕) - 
irreducible posets according to heights. The algorithm is a modification of 
those algorithms that reported in [1] and [6]. 
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I) R[l]≥ R[2]≥ ... ≥R[n].  
II) If R[i] = R[i+l] then C[i] ≤C[i+l]. 

 



§3. Countin g Of Prime, UPO, and (+,⊕)-irreducible Posets 
 

The algorithm consists of four major steps. Namely , 
1) Generating the next precedence matrix of order n in the pseudo 

lexicographic order satisfying transitivity constraint, properties (I) 
and (II) in §2. 

2) Checking whether or not the current  matrix represents a connected 
posets, i.e. whose diagram representation  is connected. 

3) Calculating the height of the poset that is represented by the accepted 
matrix. 

4) Determinating   the weight of the matrix. 
 

To obtain the number of non-isomorphic connected n-element posets 
we apply the above last three steps repeatedly on each accepted element of A(n) 
which is created by step (1) in the pseudo-lexicographic   order. For all possible 
height k, the weights of accepted matrices are summed up to give, at the end of 
execution, the number of the specified type of height k. Neglecting the height, 
one can sum these numbers for all k to get the total  number of connected posets 
with n element. 

 
§§3.1. Generating the Next Matrix 

 
To obtain the next matrix of a current matrix A in A(n), we use the following 

algorithm which is developed in [1]. 
 
Step 1 : Search the rows of A starting at the first row till the 

(n-l)st one. Each row i is searched from the nth entry and moving left 
until the (i+l)st entry. The search continues until the first zero is 
encountered. If no such zero is met then the matrix is the last one. 
Otherwise let A[pivot-row,pivot-column] is the first encountered zero 
element. 

Step 2 : Put A[pivot-row, pivot- column] =1 and A[pivot-row,j] =0 for all j>pivot-
column. 

Step 3 : Adjust the transitivity of the matrix by putting 
A[pivot-row,k] = 1 whenever A[pivot-row ,j]=  A[j,k] =1 for pivot 

row<j<k. 
Step 4 : If now R[pivot-row] <R[pivot-row+l] then, starting at the nth entry of 

the pivot-row and moving left replace 0's by 1's until R[pivot-row] = 
R[pivot-row+ 1). 

Step 5 : For each l≤i< pivot-row put A[i,,j]=0 for each i<j≤n- 
R[pivot-row]. 

Step 6 : If for some l≤i<n, we have R[i]=R[i+ 1] and C[i]>C[i+1] then the 
matrix is not accepted. In this case goto step 1. Otherwise the next 
matrix is obtained and hence it is accepted. 
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§§3.2. Suggesting Tests 
 
 
§§3. 2.1 . Connectivity Testing 

Consider a precedence matrix A is obtain as a result of the algorithm 
in §§3.1. Here, we check whether or not A represents a connected poset. 
Step 1 :Put TestedElements = ∅. 
Step 2 : Put IncludedElements = {n} ∪ {j : A[j,n]=l}. 
Step 3 : IF TestedElements = IncludedElements then goto step 6. 
Step 4 : Put TestedElements = IncludedElements . 
Step 5 : For each element "i" in TestedElements which is not used in any 

previous step; Put IncludedElements = TestedElements u{i}u {j : 
A[j,i]=l}∪ {k : A[i,k]=l} and then goto step 3. 

Step 6 : If the Cardinality of IncludedElements = n then A is a one required 
matrix since it represents a connected poset, otherwise A is discarded 
because it represents a disconnected poset. 

 
Any accepted matrix of the above algorithm represents a connected 

poset. It is well-known that not all connected posets are (+,⨁)-irreducible ones, 
then to obtain the class of (+,⨁)-irreducible posets, we must exclude those 
matrices that represent essentially series posets. In fact those excluded matrices 
are not represented matrices (+,⨁)-irreducible posets. This is done via the 
following algorithm which checks whether the matrix represents series posets 
or not. 

 
§§3.2.2. The Seriestesting 

 
This algorithm works similar to the connectivity testing.  The 

procedure follows the next steps. 
Step 1 : Put TestedElements = ∅. 
Step 2 :Put IncludedElements = {n} ∪({l...n}\ {j :A[j,n]=l}). 
Step 3 : If TestedElements = IncludedElements then goto step 6. 
Step 4 : Put TestedElements = IncludedElements. 
Step 5 : For each element i in TestedElements which is not used in any 

previous step; Put IncludedElements = TestedElements ∪ ({l...n}\{j : 
A[j,i]= 1}) goto step 3. 

Step 6 : If the Cardinality of IncludedElements = n then such matrix represents 
a series poset and will be discarded, otherwise the matrix is accepted. 
Some essentially series posets are also UPO, so, in case of counting 

UPO the algorithm in §§3.2.2 cannot be applied. Since not all connected posets 
are UPO, then the following algorithm will be applied. 
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§§3. 2. 3. The UPO and Primality testing 
 

As mentioned in [1], the UPO testing depends on obtaining the 
implication classes of a given poset P. Then if there exists only one implication 
class containing all pairs (𝑣𝑖, 𝑣𝑗) ∈ P(A[i,j]= l), then P is a UPO. Now, we 
outline how to find an implication class via using a matrix A. 

 
Step 1 : Pick an arbitrary entry (i,j) in A such that A[i,j] = 1. 
Step 2 : Put Mark on the entry (i,j). 
Step 3: Mark every entry (k,/) which relates with (i,j) by the reflexive-

transitive coluser of a force relation 𝛤 , ( for any two entries (i,j) 
and (p,q) such that A[i,j] =A[p,q]=l where i≤p and j≤ q, we 
have (i,j) 𝛤 (p,q) iff either (i=p and A[j,q]=0)or (j=q and 
A[i,p]=0), see the definition of force relation in ([7] pp.43)). 

Step 4 : If  all entries of A are marked then a poset P is a UPO and goto step 5. 
Otherwise A is neglected and go to find the next matrix in A(n) ( 

§§3.1). . 
Step 5 : Primality characterization . 

Check whether a poset having only trivial antichains. This is done 
simplicity as follows: Search for a pair (i,j) s.t. for all k≤n, we 
have A[i,k] = A[j,k] and A[k,i]=A[k j]. 
If there exists such (i,j) , then a matrix represents UPO poset only 
otherwise it represents prime poset as well as it is UPO. 
(The explanation of another method for primality testing is given in 

([6],§3.2)). 
Note that, the algorithm counts only the number of connected UPO 

poset on n elements and height k. But it is required to find the number of total 
ones which having at most one non-trivial component. This can be easily done 
by adding the number of connected n-element UPO having height k to the total 
number of (n-1) element UPO having height k. So, In both cases, either prime 
or only UPO we must determine the height of a poset. This is explained in the 
following subsection. 

 
§§3. J. Calculating the heie:ht of a Poset 

 
Before finding the weight of an accepted matrix that represents either 

prime, UPO, or (+,⨁) -irreducible posets, we determine the height of a poset. 
This is done via counting the number of elements in the maximum chain of a 
poset. To achieving this, we assign a label for each element v in a poset P. The 
label 𝐿𝑣of v in P is the number of elements within the maximum predecessor chain 
of v in P. Then the height of P is the largest value of labels of the maximum 
elements of P. Now, we apply the following steps to find height of P, which is 
represented by the matrix A. 
Step 1: Put 𝐿𝑖 =l for all i having C[i]=0. 
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Step 2: Put 𝐿𝑘 = 2 for all k,i satisfying that A[i,k]=l where i having C[i] =0 and 
∄j s.t. A[i,j]= A[j,k]=l. 

Step 3: Search for unlabeled element k whose all immediate predecessors 
having labeled. This is done by checking wether all element "i", 
satisfying that A[i,k]=l and ∄j s.t. A[i,j]=A[j,k] =1, are labeled or not. 

Step 4:  If no such k goto next step otherwise put 𝐿𝑘  =L+l ; where  L =max {𝐿𝑖 
: for all i which are the immediate predecessors of k } and then goto 
step3. 

Step 5: The height of P = max { 𝐿𝑘 : for all k having R[k]=0}. 
 
 
 
§§ 3.4. Counting the weight of a matrix 

 
In [6] the author explained in details the computation of the weight of 

a poset by a fraction. So, here we give only a summary of the method. 
First of all, the elements of posets are partitioned into blocks such that 𝑣𝑖 ,𝑣𝑗  

belong to the same block iff R[i] = R[j] and C[i] = C[j]. 
Consider ∑ denotes the set of all permutations 𝜎of {1,2,...,n} such that 𝑣𝑖  and 

𝑣𝜎(𝑖)are in the same block for every 1≤ i ≤n. For 𝜎 ∈ ∑ denote by ∑ (A) the matrix 
obtained from A by applying 𝜎 to its rows and columns. All matrices 𝜎(A), 𝜎 ∈  ∑ 
represent the isomorphic posets. We wish to count the number of these isomorphic 
copies. This number which is the cardinality of ∑, can easily determine by 𝑟1! 𝑟2! … 𝑟𝑘! 
where 𝑟1, 𝑟2, … , 𝑟𝑘 are the sizes of blocks in A. There exist some of 𝜎 (A) is identical 
of A. To obtain the number of  this 𝜎, say M(A), which leading to 𝜎 (A) =A, we 
generate all possible permutations 𝜎 ∈ ∑. Then counting those permutations when 
applying them on the rows and columns of the matrix(A) produces the same matrix. 

Finally  the matrix  A  is  assigned  the weight  M(A)/|∑|. The number 
of required posets having a certain height is the sum of the weights of the 
accepted matrices having the same heights. Note that the weight of the matrix having n 
blocks (the order of the matrix) is one in this case we don't calculate the number M(A) 
and this is aid to reduced the running time of an algorithm code. 

The result of using algorithms §3.1, §§3.2.1, §§3.2.3, §3.3 and §3.4 is the 
numbers of the connected n-element UPO and n-element prime posets having 
height k, for any n,k≥1. In counting the total numbers of posets having height k, we 
first execute the algorithms in §3.1, §§3.2.1, §§3.2.2, §3.3 and §3.4 · to enumerate  the 
numbers  of (+,⊕)-irreducible  ones.We  apply the following technique to have the 
required numbers . 

 
§4. A Technique of Counting Number of Poset 

 
Since to. the calculations of this paper based directly on the technique 

derived in [4], we give the brief explanation of this technique . Also, we recall 
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and will use the same notation, the same generating functions and the same 
classifications of subclasses of posets. Let 𝜀 be the class of non-isomorphic 
posets, which is closed under the series and parallel operations. Consider  
ƒ𝑛𝑘the number Of  non-isomorphic n-element posets Of  height k in  𝜀. AlSO, 
denote to  𝑣𝑛𝑘 , 𝑢𝑛𝑘and𝑖𝑛𝑘the  number   of  non-isomorphic   essentially  series,  
essentially parallel,(+,⨁)-irreducible n-element posets having height k, 
respectively in the class 𝜀.Obviously for n≥ 𝑘 ≥l, we have the following well-
known relation 

ƒ 𝑛𝑘  = 𝑣𝑛𝑘  + 𝑢𝑛𝑘 + 𝑖𝑛𝑘  (4.1). 

consider  the  generating  functions  F(x,y), V(x,y), U(x,y)  and  I(x,y)  which  are 
defined respectively by the above numbers  ƒ 𝑛𝑘  , 𝑣𝑛𝑘  , 𝑢𝑛𝑘 and 𝑖𝑛𝑘  respectively, as 
follows 

   
F( x, y ) =  ∑ ∑ ƒ𝑛𝑘𝑥𝑛𝑦𝑘 = ∑ 𝐹𝑘(𝑥)𝑦𝑘∞

𝑘=1
𝑛
𝑘=1

∞
𝑛=1  , 

 
                            V( x,y ) = ∑ ∑ 𝑣𝑛𝑘𝑥𝑛𝑦𝑘 = ∑ 𝑉𝑘∞

𝑘=1 (𝑥)𝑦𝑘𝑛
𝑘=1

∞
𝑛=1 , 

  
  U (x,y ) =  ∑ ∑ 𝑢𝑛𝑘𝑥𝑛𝑦𝑘 = ∑ 𝑈𝑘(𝑥)𝑦𝑘 ,𝑎𝑛𝑑∞

𝑘=1
𝑛
𝑘=1

∞
𝑛=1   

 
                                   I ( x, y ) = ∑ ∑ 𝑖𝑛𝑘𝑥𝑛𝑦𝑘 = ∑ 𝐼𝑘(𝑥)𝑦𝑘∞

𝑘=1
𝑛
𝑘=1

∞
𝑛=1  • 

 

From equation (4.1), we have 
 
 

F(x,y) = U(x,y)+ V(x,y)+ I(x,y) (4.2). 
 
 
 

Consequently, from Lemma 3.1 in [4] we obtain the relation between 
generating functions V(x,y) and the others which is given by :- 

 

V(x,y) =(U(x,y)+I(x,y))F(x,y) (4.3). 
 

 
 

To obtain the required numbers which are the coefficients of F(x,y), we  first 
consider the class 𝒲𝑘. This class is denoted the class of  posets in ℰ with the property 
that each components of which has height k. Let 𝒲𝑛𝑘  be the number of non-
isomorphic  n-element  posets in  𝒲𝑘. Consider  the  generating  function 

 
 

W ( x, y ) = ∑ ∑ 𝑤𝑛𝑘  𝑥𝑛𝑦𝑘 = ∑ 𝑤𝑘(𝑥)𝑦𝑘∞
𝑘=1

𝑛
𝑘=1

∞
𝑛=1  • 

.  
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The coefficients of 𝑊𝑘(x) which are the numbers 𝑤𝑛𝑘 ' s are determined by using 
the next relation that derived in [4] (see lemma 3.2). This relation calculates 
𝑊𝑘(x) in terms of 𝑉𝑘(x) and 𝐼𝑘(x). The derived of the following relation is based 
on the Riddle's theorem which is used to getting the number of total graphs 
from smaller connected ones (see [5] p. 90). 

 
 

1+𝑊𝑘 (𝑥) = exp( ∑ �𝑣𝑘�𝑥𝑖� + 𝐼𝑘(𝑥𝑖�) /𝑖)  (4.4).∞
𝑖=1  

 
 

Now,  We  calculate  𝐹𝑘 (x) in terms  of  𝑊𝑘 (x).  This  is given by  the 
following equation, which is proved in Lemma (4.3) in [4]. 

 
 

𝐹𝑘(𝑥) = �

𝑊𝑘  (𝑥)            𝑖𝑓 𝑘 = 1

(1 + �𝐹𝑗

𝑘−1

𝑗=1

(𝑥))𝑊𝑘(𝑥)      𝑖𝑓 𝑘 ≥ 2      (4.5).       

 
To obtain the coefficients of the generating functions F(x,y), V(x,y), and U(x,y), 
we must previously known the function I(x,y). The numbers 𝑖𝑛𝑘for some special 
classes can be counted via using certain algorithm. In the above section, we 
demonstrate briefly one algorithm that is use to count (+,⨁)-irreducible posets 
for total posets. 

 
 
§5.Numerical Results 

 
The aim of this part is introduce a simple algorithm for treating the 

sophisticated recurrence relations of the technique introduced in §4. Then the 
steps of algorithm are developed to enable anyone to using. 

Now to obtain the numerical results for the coefficients of 
U(x,y),V(x,y) and F(x,y) for certain k and n, apply the following steps. 
Step 1 : Initial step                                                                                             :! 

Put  j =l; 𝐼1 (x) =x; 𝑉1 (x) = 0 ; 𝑈1 (x) =𝑥2 + 𝑥3+...(all n-element 
antichains); 𝐹1 (x) = 𝐼1 (x) + 𝑈1 (x). 

Step 2 :Recursive  steps 
j = j+ 1. 

Step 3 : Get 𝐽𝑗 ⊆ ℰ which consists of all non -isomorphically (+,⨁)-irreducible 
posets of exact length j. 

Then 𝑖𝑚𝑗  = the number of m-element of 𝐽𝑗 ;(using the algorithm that is 
given in §3). 

Step 4  :Find 𝑉𝑗(x) using equation 4.3 which is expended by 
 

𝑉𝑗 (X) = ∑ 𝐹𝑗−𝑖
𝑗
𝑖=1 (x)( 𝑈𝑖  (x) + 𝐼𝑖 (x)). 
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           Step 5 : Using equation(4 .4) to Obtain 𝑊𝐾 (x). This is done as follows :  
                               Put 𝐵𝑗 (X) = ∑𝑏𝑛𝑗𝑥𝑛 = ∑ (𝑉𝑗�𝑥𝑖� + 𝐼𝑗�𝑥𝑖�)𝑗=1 /𝑖. 

   Then 𝑝𝑏𝑝𝑗 =∑ 𝑑(𝑣𝑑𝑗 + 𝑖𝑑𝑗)𝑑/𝑝 . (the summation takes over all divisors of p) 
   Consequently, for all possible m, we have 

 
                        𝑚𝑤𝑚𝑗 = 𝑚𝑏𝑚𝑗 + ∑ 𝑑𝑏𝑑𝑗𝑤(𝑚−𝑑)𝑗 .𝑚−1

𝑑=1  
Step 6 : Determine 𝐹𝑗(x) using equation (4.5). 

• Step 7 :Using equation (4.2) to obtain 𝑈𝑗 (x) = 𝐹𝑗 (x)- 𝑉𝑗 (x)-I j(x) . 

Step 8 : Repeat steps from 2 to 7 until to find the required 𝐹𝑘 (x). 

The complete numerical results for the coefficients of I(x,y) (rsulting 
from the algorithm that is given in §3), V(x,y), U(x,y) and F(x,y) (resulting 
from the above simple algorithm) for k,n ≤12 are appered in tables (1),(2), (3) 
and (4) respectively. Tables (5) and (6) consist of the algorithmic results of the 
numbers of non- isomorphic n-element prime and connected UPO of height k, 
where 1≤ 𝑘 ≤ 𝑛 ≤12 ,respectively . Finally table (7) includes the calculated 
values of the numbers of non-isomorphic UPO with the same limits. 

Remark 
The results of this paper agree with that introduced in [l] in both cases 

of UPO and prime posets for up to eleven elements  regardless  height.  The 
author detected that there exist some errors in the case of UPO. These errors are 
in fact misprinting errors in the numbers of UPO at n=9 and 10. The correct 
numbers are presented in table (7) at total row and columns 9 and 10. In 
addition in tables 5 -7 we give new calculated results at n= l2. Also, the 
counting of general posets agrees with that numbers given in [7,2,3] up n=9,l l, 
and 12 without regarding height, respectively. While the number of total posets 
at n= 10 is not coincide with the value that is given  in [7]. 

Note That : - 
In the following tables, all missing numbers are zeroes . 
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Table (1 ) 
                 The numbers of non-isomorphic (+,⊕) -irreducible n-element posets of height k. 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Table (2 ) 
                     The numbers of non-isomorphic essentially series  n-element posets of height k. 
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Table (3 ) 
       The numbers of non-isomorphic essentially   parallel n - e l e m e n t  posets of height k. 

 

 

 
 
 
 

Table (4 ) 
The numbers of  total non-isomorphic n-element  posets of height k. 
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Table (5 ) 

The numbers of   non-isomorphic prime  n-element  posets of height k. 

 

 

 
 
 

Table (6 ) 
The numbers of   non-isomorphic connected  UPO  n-element  posets of height k. 
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Table (7 ) 
The numbers of   non-isomorphic total  UPO  n-element  posets of height k. 
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